
ties and sustain the highest casualties. On
a massive scale, children are both victims
and agents of war, roles that violate long-
held and fundamental taboos.

This new reality requires us to question
any simpleminded notion we may have of
childhood innocence. What do we make
of children who are
brutal and coldblooded
killers? Are they mere
tools of coercive adult
commanders? Or re-
sponsible agents enact-
ing rational choices?
How should regular
armies react when they
encounter children in
the thick of combat?
And what, if anything,
can our society do
about it? These urgent
questions animate the
readable and passion-
ate Children at War, by
Peter Singer, Ph.D. ’01.

Singer, a senior fel-
low at the Brookings

Institution and the author as well of Cor-
porate Warriors: The Rise of the Privatized Mili-
tary Industry, takes as his starting point
that child soldiering has become a new
standard in contemporary warfare, rather
than an exception. Boys and girls, often as
young as 10, are recruited to fight and be

army sex slaves on every inhabited conti-
nent. The phenomenon, he argues, is
much more pervasive and troubling than
has been acknowledged.

His central claim is that the exploita-
tion of child soldiers is changing the na-
ture of contemporary war. It is not
merely a question of ethics, or even of
numbers, though the latter are alarm-
ing—there are about 300,000 child sol-
diers by current estimates, just under one
in 10 of all present combatants. Rather it
is the broader impact of the child-soldier
phenomenon on contemporary politics
that is radically underestimated. The
abundance of child soldiers makes war

Destroying Childhood
The pernicious legacy of child soldiering

by jacqueline bhabha

child has been killed in war every three minutes during

the last decade. Many were not civilians. Irregular armies

from Sudan to the Philippines, from Turkey to Colombia,

from Kosovo to Iraq use child soldiers. They are the shock

troops, the cannon fodder, often drugged or drunk on the

battlefield, brutalized to commit the most heinous atroci-A
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Pro-government militia:
an armed child fighter in
Liberia’s civil war, 1993

Peter W. Singer, Children at
War (Pantheon, $25).
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cheaper and easier to initiate, less logisti-
cally burdensome to prolong, and more
likely to recur—it creates, in short, a per-
vasive security threat. A whole genera-
tion whose childhoods have been de-
stroyed are growing up with only one
usable skill—warfare. In the words of a
19-year-old Mozambiquan: “There is no
work for me. I have few skills except
using a gun and it’s easy money… I used
to be FRELIMO [the government army],
then joined RENAMO [the rebel army],
then joined FRELIMO. Now I work for
myself and my group.”

This tragedy has already had a direct
impact on our societies. Child
soldiers are fighting in every
conflict zone where U.S. forces
are engaged. Six current Guantá-
namo Bay detainees were ar-
rested as child soldiers. The first
American soldier killed in the
“war on terrorism” in Afghan-
istan was shot by a 14-year-old
sniper. The same week that Presi-
dent Bush delivered his “Mission
Accomplished” speech aboard an
aircraft carrier, U.S. marines were
fired on by an AK-47-wielding 12-
year-old Iraqi boy.

Despite this reality, the ethical
and policy dilemmas surround-
ing child soldiers have scarcely
been discussed. Should profes-
sional soldiers treat armed chil-
dren like any other opponents
and go for all-out victory, or at-
tempt to minimize casualties?
Five years ago this dilemma con-
fronted some British peacekeep-
ers in Sierra Leone. The squad comman-
der was unwilling to fire when his troops
were surrounded by a rogue children’s
militia known as the “West Side Boys”—
“children armed with AK-47s,” as the
commander saw it—so the peacekeepers
were taken hostage. Two weeks later,
when a British rescue operation freed the
soldiers, up to 150 of the enemy children
died, perhaps more than if the squad
commander had not hesitated initially. As
Singer rightly comments, “[T]he core
dilemma child soldiers present for profes-
sional militaries is as thorny as they come.
Troops now face real and serious threats
from opponents whom they generally
would prefer not to harm.” What’s more,
battling children is even worse than ordi-

nary warfare in terms of serious psycho-
logical after-e≠ects, including depression
and post traumatic stress disorder. 

Singer argues that there is a “child sol-
dier doctrine” at work, lowering taboos
and spreading from country to country.
But are there instead a disparate range of
factors? Take the question of recruitment.
According to Singer, brute force is “a pri-
mary method” of recruitment. Certainly it
characterizes some of the best-docu-
mented situations. A 14-year-old explains,
“I was nine years old. Six rebels came
through our yard.… They said: ‘We want to
bring a small boy like you—we like you.’
My mother didn’t comment; she just cried.

My father objected.…They argued with
him at the back of the house. I heard a gun-
shot. One of them told me, ‘Let’s go, we’ve
killed your father.’ A woman rebel grabbed
my hand roughly and took me along. I saw
my father lying dead as we passed.” The
Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka routinely use ab-
duction to reach their conscription targets
(up to 60 percent of their forces are re-
cruited between the ages of 10 and 16). In
Uganda, only 200 of the 14,000 active mem-
bers of the Lords Resistance Army (LRA)
are trained adult soldiers; the rest of this
rebel force, responsible for 10 years of civil
war and more than 100,000 casualties, are
coerced child soldiers.

But a second, quite di≠erent, phenome-
non is the revolutionary zeal that propels

disenfranchised children to volunteer
themselves, often to avenge their humili-
ated or decimated communities: “My fa-
ther, mother, and brothers were killed by
the enemy. I became angry.… And to re-
venge is only to have a gun…. That is the
decision I took to become a soldier.” Sixty
percent of children serving in the Revolu-
tionary Armed Forces of Colombia (the
infamous FARC) are volunteers. So are 57
percent of child soldiers in East Asia, ac-
cording to UNICEF data. The percent-
ages of teenagers voluntarily engaged in
the “war on terror” are higher. In these
cases, children’s involvement in armed
combat is an expression of individual

agency and political engagement. Given
Singer’s own claim that “roughly two of
every three child soldiers have some sort
of initiative in their own recruitment,”
how can forced recruitment be the pri-
mary method of enlisting children?

There are other explanations, too, in-
cluding economic necessity. A third of all
children in Africa su≠er severe hunger. To
quote a 12-year-old: “I don’t know where
my mother and father are. I had nothing to
eat. I joined the gunmen to get food…. I was
with the other fighters for eight months.
There was nothing good about that life.”

Finally, there is the phenomenon that
anthropologist William Murphy calls
“patrimonialism,” a form of a∞liation that
ties vulnerable children to unrelated but
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The rebel response: young combatants on the other side, in Monrovia
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powerful and domineering adults within
their communities—a response to the per-
vasive “protection vacuum” that a±icts so
many thousands of orphaned, displaced, or
otherwise dispossessed children. AIDS
complicates this picture: as elders able to
mentor rootless youth are decimated, chil-
dren attach themselves to adults capable of
ordering their universe, however brutally.

Singer may thus be wrong to focus on a
unitary “child soldier doctrine.” He is
right, however, to argue that several very
specific developments have contributed
to the growth of child soldiering as an ef-
fective global weapons platform today.
The proliferation of small arms is criti-
cal—cheap, light, and simple weapons
which are as child-friendly to use as they
are deadly to encounter. Chillingly, he
points out that in Sudan an AK-47 costs
the same as a chicken, in northern Kenya
the same as a goat. Small arms represent
less than 2 percent of the cost of the
global-arms trade, but are responsible for
about 90 percent of contemporary war
casualties. Recruiters measuring children
to see whether they are tall and strong
enough to carry arms have an ever-easier
time finding qualifying candidates as the
weapons get smaller and lighter.

This practical development dovetails
with an equally crucial political factor:
whatever the moral stigma of using child
soldiers, the political and legal conse-
quences are negligible. Recruiting child
soldiers is no longer taboo. The Tamil
Tigers, for example, have set up a comput-
erized system for managing child recruit-
ment and established a military unit con-
sisting entirely of child orphans, yet the
organization has been included in peace
talks about the future of Sri Lanka with-
out prior confirmation that it has ended
its recruitment of children.

There is also the question of utility. Be-
cause of the terrifying milieus from which
many child recruits are drawn and the
brutal, brainwashing military induction
techniques, children turn out to be devas-
tatingly useful soldiers, “damn near as
good as conscript-drafted Americans or
Europeans in the use of NATO tactics,” a
retired Green Beret o∞cer told Singer.
Cheap, plentiful, and e≠ective: it is hardly
surprising that the numbers of child re-
cruits appear to be rising.

Explaining the reasons for child sol-
diering, however, is much easier than sug-
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Ice Cream and Vinegar
Seventeen authors, several of them Harvardians, reread a book or a poem (or the Sgt.
Pepper lyrics) that impressed them in their youths and write about how it—of
course, they—have changed. Rereadings (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $20) is edited by
Anne Fadiman ’74, Francis writer in residence at Yale and former editor of the Ameri-
can Scholar. In her introduction, she tells of reading to Henry, her eight-year-old son,
C.S. Lewis’s The Horse and His Boy, which she had loved 40 years before:

R
eading a favorite book to your
child is one of the most pleasur-
able forms of rereading, provided
the child’s enthusiasm is equal to
yours and thus gratifyingly vali-

dates your literary taste, your parental
competence, and your own former self.
Henry loved The Horse and His Boy, the tale
of two children and two talking horses
who gallop across an obstacle-fraught
desert in hopes of averting the downfall
of an imperiled kingdom that lies to the
north. It’s the most suspenseful of the
Narnia books, and Henry, who was at
that poignant age when parents are still
welcome at bedtime but can glimpse
their banishment on the horizon, begged
me each night not to turn out the light
just yet: how about another page, and
then how about another paragraph, and
then, come on, how about just one more
sentence? There was only one problem
with this idyllic picture. As I read the
book to Henry, I was thinking to myself
that C.S. Lewis, not to put too fine a
point on it, was a racist and sexist pig.

….I remembered The Horse and His Boy
only as a rollicking equestrian adven-
ture, sort of like Misty of Chincoteague but
with swordfights instead of Pony Pen-
ning Day. My jaw dropped when I real-
ized that Aravis, its heroine, is accept-
able to Lewis because she acts like a
boy—she’s interested in “bows and ar-
rows and horses and dogs and swim-
ming”—and even dresses like one,
whereas the book’s only girly girl, a
devotee of “clothes and parties and gos-
sip,” is an object of contempt. Even more
appalling was Lewis’s treatment of the
Calormenes, a brown-skinned people
who wear turbans and carry scimitars.
(Forty years ago, the crude near-homo-
nym had slipped by me. This time
around, I wondered briefly if Lewis was
thinking only about climate—calor is

Latin for heat—but decided that was un-
likely. It’s as if he’d named a Chinese
character Mr. Yellow: it had to be on
purpose.)….

It was di∞cult to read this kind of
thing to Henry without comment: the
words, after all, were coming to him in
my voice. I held my tongue for the first
hundred pages or so, but finally I blurted
out, “Have you noticed that The Horse and
His Boy isn’t really fair to girls? And that
all the bad guys have dark skin?”….

Henry shot me the sort of look he
might have used had I dumped a pint of
vinegar into a bowl of chocolate ice
cream. And who could blame him? He
didn’t want to analyze, criticize, evalu-
ate, or explicate the book. He didn’t
want to size it up or slow it down. He
wanted exactly what I had wanted at
eight: to find out if Shasta and Aravis
would get to Archenland in time to
warn King Lune that his castle was
about to be attacked by evil Prince
Rabadash and two hundred Calormene
horsemen. “Mommy,” he said fiercely,
“can you just read?”

And there lay the essential di≠erences
between reading and rereading, acts
that Henry and I were performing si-
multaneously. The former had more ve-
locity; the latter had more depth. The
former shut out the world in order to
focus on the story; the latter dragged in
the world in order to assess the story.
The former was more fun; the latter was
more cynical. But what was remarkable
about the latter was that it contained the
former: even while, as with the upper
half of a set of bifocals, I saw the book
through the complicating lens of adult-
hood, I also saw it through the memory
of the first time I’d read it, when it had
seemed as swift and pure as the Wind-
ing Arrow, the river that divides Calor-
men from Archenland.
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gesting e≠ective solutions. So far, the
greatest strides in addressing the prob-
lem have been made in the legal sphere,
which does not require radical economic
or political restructuring. We now have a
host of international conventions—on
the laws of war, on the worst forms of
child labor, on children’s rights—which
explicitly focus on eliminating the use of
child soldiers. In February 2002, a new
Optional Protocol to the Convention on
the Rights of the Child, on the Involve-
ment of Children in Armed Conflict,
came into force. It prohibits signatory
states from compulsorily recruiting
under-18-year-olds, and requires them to
do whatever they can to keep volunteers
under 18 from deployment in active com-
bat. Eighty-five countries, including the

United States, have ratified this instru-
ment. In another significant development,
the statute of the newly established Inter-
national Criminal Court (ICC) makes re-
cruitment or use of children under 15 for
warfare a war crime punishable by the
court.

The progress goes beyond getting laws
on the books. The UN Security Council
now sets aside a day each year to discuss
the issue of child soldiers, naming and
proposing sanctions against countries
that use them and instituting monitoring
systems to track the circumstances of
children involved in armed conflicts. The
ICC, as part of its first investigations, has
chosen two conflicts that include massive
children’s-rights violations: the LRA-led
conflict in northern Uganda and the cur-
rent war in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo. Child recruiters in these two
conflicts may well be the first to be prose-
cuted. Domestic legislation is also being
passed, with tribunals in individual coun-
tries providing additional means of prose-
cuting child recruiters. In Sierra Leone,
for example, the prosecutor for the spe-
cial court set up to prosecute war crimi-
nals after the recent civil war has said, “If
you go after women and children, you
will pay the price.” These encouraging
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Child recruits are
cheap, plentiful, and
devastatingly useful
soldiers.
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and important steps establish clear inter-
national standards and provide leaders
with tools for enforcing sanctions and
criminal penalties. 

But the tragic reality is that no one has
yet been convicted of recruiting child sol-
diers, or stopped from traveling or using a
Swiss bank account because of this viola-
tion of international law. What use is
naming and shaming if (as the Tamil
Tigers and the LRA have done) the tar-
gets blatantly lie and are indi≠erent to in-
ternational censure?

Without e≠ective criminalization, the
split between verbal denunciation
of child soldiering and de facto
support of the practice is likely to
continue. Weapons sales and un-
monitored aid and trade are a crit-
ical part of the problem. The
United States, Singer notes, sends
a quarter-billion dollars’ worth of mili-
tary equipment and training assistance
per year to states that use child soldiers,
such as Colombia and Rwanda. As he
points out, stigmatizing and criminaliz-
ing commercial transactions with o≠end-
ing states is more likely to be e≠ective
than yet more international norm setting.
But this is just another example of a
broader problem: the familiar reluctance
of powerful states to use their political
capital to resolve humanitarian issues
that don’t impinge on their immediate
self-interest.

Another ob stacle to e≠ective
progress is the unresolved tension in our
attitude to children themselves. Most
human rights organizations consider all

child soldiers innocent victims of adult
exploitation. Do we agree? Or do we see
at least a subset of the older adolescents
as responsible agents, with the ability to
make meaningful, moral choices? The for-
mer seems to be Singer’s view: he recoils
from the idea that children may ever vol-
untarily decide to enlist. Despite his ac-
knowledgment that most child soldiers
initiate their own recruitment, he argues
that “[describing] this choice as volun-
tary…is greatly misleading,” because they
are “driven [to enlist] by forces beyond
their control.” His argument seems to be

the familiar one that constrained consent
(handing over your money when you
have a gun to your head) is really coer-
cion. It also implies that children, at
some fundamental level, lack the power
of agency.

But is this always an accurate charac-
terization? Why should we draw this
conclusion for children and not their
adult counterparts? Surely the process of
militarization is an adaptive response to a
set of social factors. And the legal cate-
gory of “child” is one that encompasses a
range of actors, with evolving capacity. To
deny this, and the role of individual
choice and responsibility, may be to dis-
card a potentially important tool in deter-
rence, attribution of accountability, and
social rehabilitation.

Though we know that the physical and
psychological scars of child soldiering are
devastating, we know relatively little
about the solutions. Before 1999, no peace
treaty even acknowledged the need for
special attention to the issue of child sol-
diers. How can combatants who have
known nothing but armed combat,
killing, and brutality since early child-
hood be weaned from war and rehabili-
tated? Though many demobilization and
rehabilitation programs have been estab-
lished, progress is slow and arduous. We
do not know, for example, whether formal

judicial trials would help or hinder child
soldiers and their societies in coming to
terms with past atrocities, in accepting
the children back, and moving forward.
We do not know whether demobilized
children should immediately be returned
to their families (as and when they can be
traced), or whether forms of interim care
and treatment might be a better prelude
to return. A particularly serious issue is
the di∞culty in securing the release of girl
combatants, who are often kept on as sex
slaves or domestic servants by military
commanders. 

The issue now is how to implement
change. Singer’s book is a welcome contri-
bution to this process, addressing many of
the hardest questions (so much so that it
occasionally sounds like a manual for
American military o∞cers facing child
soldiers in the field). The book presents a
powerful challenge to policymakers to fol-
low through more courageously on steps
that have been initiated so far and to
broaden the scope of intervention. Be-
cause the use of child soldiers is not only a
moral outrage but a serious security time
bomb, is there a glimmer of hope that
Singer’s message will make an impact? 

Jacqueline Bhabha, Jeremiah Smith Jr. Lecturer at
Law at Harvard Law School and executive direc-
tor of the University Committee on Human Rights
Studies, based at the Kennedy School of Govern-
ment, teaches at both schools. An expert on refu-
gees, she is completing a book on children who cross
international borders without parents or guard-
ians (see “Harvard Portrait,” May-June, page 57).
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C H A P T E R  &  V E R S E
A correspondence corner for not-so-famous lost words

Arnold Schwab seeks to verify the au-
thor of a squib about Oscar Wilde, at-
tributed in a 1957 anthology to Algernon
Charles Swinburne: “When Oscar came
to join his God./Not earth to earth, but
sod to sod, / It was for sinners such as
this/Hell was created bottomless.”

“missed trip to a better world” (No-
vember-December 2004). Fred Geldon
and Jane Arnold provided the leads that
identified “Of Missing Persons,” by Jack
Finney, as the short story in question.

Originally published in Finney’s 1957
anthology, The Third Level, it is reprinted
in his 1986 collection, About Time.

“the Gray Swan sailed away” (July-Au-
gust). William Waterhouse recognized
“The Gray Swan,” by Alice Cary, reprint-
ed in The Poetical Works of Alice and Phoebe
Cary (1882), as the source of these lines.

Send inquiries and answers to “Chapter
and Verse,” Harvard Magazine, 7 Ware
Street, Cambridge 02138.

This is just another example of a broader problem:
the reluctance of powerful states to use their 
political capital to resolve humanitarian issues.
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